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Abstract

How do trade policies affect electoral support and issue positions? Existing theories suggest concen-
trated losses from trade so that anti-trade voters would strongly oppose pro-trade policies. In contrast, I
argue that that leaders gain more support from pro-trade voters for pro-trade policies than from anti-trade
voters for anti-trade policies. Conservative-styled persuasion attacking free trade to re-establish status
hierarchies of the past is attractive to people facing status anxiety. They are open to policy substitutes
other than anti-trade policies that can achieve the same goal of re-establishing status hierarchies. Using
two original survey experiments, I find evidence for my prediction and also several other implications.
First, anti-trade voters and Republican voters focus more on identity-based policy messages than on pol-
icy substances. Leaders gain more support from them when delivering conservative messages. Second,
Democratic pro-trade respondents are motivated by the journalists’ knowledgable pro-trade arguments,
while Republican pro-trade respondents might be motivated by Trump’s argument that trade will be good
after anti-trade policies. When leaders’ trade policies deliver good performance, they gain more support
from Democratic pro-trade voters for pro-trade policies and from Republican pro-trade voters for anti-
trade policies. Third, some anti-trade respondents oppose anti-trade policies because “politics are bad,”
they “really don’t know” about “things” and “tariffs raise goods” prices; they support pro-trade policies
because “one always deal” and “negotiating.” These findings imply that the Biden administration may
face huge voter backlash if it escalates the trade war.
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1 Introduction

“Polite protectionism” is how a prominent American think-tank describes President Biden’s trade policy

(Bacchus 2022). As of August 2022, the Biden administration is still defending the tariffs on Chinese

imports imposed under Donald Trump (Bloomberg News 2022). It also restricts Canadian and Mexican

auto parts in the US markets, doubles the tariffs on Canadian softwood lumber, replaces European steel and

aluminium tariffs with quotas (Bacchus 2022). As a Swedish minister puts it, “[t]he new president is more

favorable to cooperation with Europe ... But we must not fool ourselves, he is representing the interests of the

United States and when he defends America first, he sounds very similar to the trade policy of Trump” (Cole

2021). Biden’s protectionism is “polite” inasmuch as there are neither tweets and insults in trade policy, nor

public displays of confrontation against allies and trading partners (Bacchus 2022; Anderson 2021; Haar

2022). On several occasions, his trade representative Katherine Tai defended tariffs as “hav[ing] to look

holistically” (Center for Strategic and International Studies 2021), “a tool for creating the kind of effective

policies” (Overly 2021) and “a leverage...that will strengthen American competitiveness and defend our

interests” (Lawder 2022). Trade rhetorics are different, but trade policies remain very similar.

It is well acknowledged in the extant literature that people’s favourability towards trade is prone to

issue framing (Hiscox 2006; Naoi 2020), yet there is relatively little effort to consider people’s reactions to

different trade rhetorics with similar trade policies. Rather, existing studies have already informed survey

respondents of the clear distributional consequences of certain trade policies. Hiscox (2006); Lü et al.

(2012); Naoi and Kume (2015); Rho and Tomz (2017) describe the trade policies as hurting/protecting

certain groups inside the country like consumers, low-wage or low-skilled workers and farmers. Mutz

and Kim (2017); Brutger and Rathbun (2020); Mutz and Lee (2020); Yeung and Quek (2022) describe the

relative gains or the welfare implications of the respondent’s home country vis-a-vis the foreign country.

These studies help understand how communicating the outcomes of trade policies affects public support.

Yet, policymakers — not to mention the rationally-ignorant citizens — might not be too sure about the

outcomes of the trade action a priori, especially in trade wars with mounting tensions from escalating tariffs.

The fear of appearing weak against China before midterm elections and the uncertainty whether it combats

inflation have prevented Biden from easing tariffs on Chinese imports (Zumbrun 2022). Can policymakers

have other tools to generate electoral support for their trade policies?

This paper addresses the question by looking into the role of trade rhetorics. I argue that trade rhetorics
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are best received among people more likely to treat trade policies as a means to achieve other goals. Trump’s

conservative-styled persuasion attacking free trade to re-establish status hierarchies of the past is attractive

to some Americans facing status anxiety (Mutz 2018). Persuasion defending free trade develops distinctive

types of information to plausibly substitute for what President Trump is providing (Zaller 2004). Its receivers

are therefore more likely to treat pro-trade policies as a desirable goal and to ignore trade rhetorics. I show

the evidence by using two original survey experiments. I find that both trade rhetorics and trade policies af-

fect electoral support. Conservative-styled messages in a trade action increases respondent’s support for the

President, especially when the respondent identifies as a Republican or anti-trade. In particular, the effect of

trade rhetorics is largely reinforcing: conservative-styled messages are most effective in generating support

among pro-trade (anti-trade) non-Democratic respondents primed with pro-trade (anti-trade) policies. Good

outcomes in trade policies expectedly increase electoral support, and their effect on Republican respondents

is compensating: good performance is most effective in generating support among pro-trade (anti-trade)

Republican respondents primed with anti-trade (pro-trade) policies. However, the nature of trade action

remains a decisive factor: the President gains more support from pro-trade respondents for pro-trade poli-

cies than from anti-trade respondents for anti-trade policies. The anti-trade respondents oppose anti-trade

policies because “politics are bad,” they “really don’t know” about “things” and “tariffs raise goods” prices;

they support pro-trade policies because “one always deal” and “negotiating.”

This paper directly speaks to the conventional wisdom that politicians can barely generate electoral

support through trade policies. People consider trade merely as nonattitudes without stable preferences

and make gut response (Mutz 2021, 243; see also Carmines and Stimson 1980; Converse 2006).1 They

simply defer to the politicians’ judgements, adopt the politicians’ positions, and cast the opposite party

negatively.2 Republicans became more anti-trade during the 2016 election campaign with Trump’s clear

campaign rhetorics on imposing tariffs against China; Republicans gradually became more pro-trade as

Trump signed the US–Mexico–Canada Agreement (Saad 2019; Plouffe and Kuo 2018; Mutz 2021, 58).

However, trade policy is becoming an important electoral issue after the 2018 US–China trade war. 68%

of the Americans rank trade with other nations as a very important issue in 2020 Presidential election —
1A crucial exception is made by Peterson and Simonovits (2018), which finds that a voter’s initial trade issue agreement with

the candidate can produce a 23-percentage-point increase in candidate support.
2 For example, respondents treated with co-partisan expert opinion on World Trade Organisation (WTO) dispute mechanism

converge their positions with their co-partisan expert on a greater extent, compared with treated with the same opinion by a generic
expert or non-copartisan expert (Guisinger 2017, 217). Democratic respondents disagree with Republican expert’s opinion on trade
(Guisinger and Saunders 2017). For more general examples of this argument, see Cohen (2003); Bullock (2011); Lenz (2009;
2012); Broockman and Butler (2017).
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higher than race relations and income distribution (Hrynowski 2020). People should therefore be more

likely to know about where the candidates stand on trade issues and make more careful thoughts. Moreover,

concessions from the adversary and the consequences of tariffs provide clear and prompt feedbacks of the

tariff policies, such as the loss from soybean exports or the expensive washing machines (Taplin 2018). The

instant feedbacks would allow people to connect the consequences to the policies, understand how tariffs

will affect them, and therefore to evaluate politician’s performance. If my findings apply in the real world,

the Biden administration can generate most electoral support by forgoing retaliation, trying to reach an

agreement with China, and adopting some conservative-styled rhetorics.

My paper makes several contributions to the literature studying the US–China trade war. First, Casler

and Clark (2021); McDonald et al. (2019); Guisinger (2019) show that if the President threatens a tariff but

does not follow through with actions, he or she will still not get punished for inconsistency. The context

of my study is given that the President already imposed the tariff and has engaged the country in a trade

war, what further actions will boost or hinder public support. This assumption is more realistic as most

people thought threats of trade war are cheap talks (Donnan 2017), and would pay more attention only when

the sunk cost is mounting. Second, in two survey experiments conducted in early 2019, Casler and Clark

(2021) discover a unanimous opposition to threats of tariffs or the actual impositions of tariffs. Yet, their

findings belie an actual increase in American’s support for additional tariffs on Chinese imports from 47%

in 2019 to 55% in 2021 (Kafura 2019; 2021). My study also aims to close this gap and explain the surge

in popularity of trade war. Third, the economics literature focuses on the mercantilistic (Mattoo and Staiger

2020) and populist (Rodrik 2021) logic and the economic impacts (Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal 2021) of

the US–China trade war. This paper examines how a post-Trump administration can inherit a policy basing

on mercantilistic and populist logic with wide-ranging economic impacts.

2 The legacy of trade rhetorics during the Trump era

Voters are constantly exposed to trade issue frames, which present trade issues in different ways to produce

changes in trade opinions (Zaller 1992; Chong and Druckman 2007a;b). Peterson and Simonovits (2018)

find that for issues like trade and education, frames exert a strong effect on people’s policy opinion but

the issues are not important in making candidate choice; in contrast, for issues like abortion and marriage,

frames exert a weak effect on people’s policy opinion but the issues are important in making candidate
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choice. However, in long run, people are exposed to different kinds of elite persuasion in constructing the

trade frames. Some elites tailor their policy explanations by offering compensating policy positions, which

frames the policy as more important in a dimension that the voters agree with than in another dimension that

the voters disagree with (Grose et al. 2015). Some elites adhere their policy explanations to people’s beliefs

(Broockman and Butler 2017), which encourage voters to perceive that the politicians are fighting for them

(Bawn et al. 2012). I contend that those persuasions offering compensating policy positions instil more

knowledge in the trade frames than those persuasions adhering to people’s beliefs. Voters more exposed

to the former persuasion will therefore be more knowledgable about trade policies, and have higher trade

preference intensity than the voters more exposed to the latter persuasion (see Barber and Pope 2019).

The status threat felt by some Americans compelled them to oppose the Democratic Party and free trade.

They are conscious with the exclusionary views that “English-speaking, Christian, and white” are the “true”

Americans, are aggrieved at the dwindling dominance of their group in the society and that of America

in the world, and are motivated to work collectively for their group’s interests (Jardina 2019, 261–2; Mutz

2018). When the Democratic Party increasingly embraces diversity and liberal ideologies, these traditionally

high-status Americans are sorted to the Republican Party (Webster 2020). Moreover, they perceive that free

trade will threaten the dominant culture and sovereignty of the United States, as well as the status and

power of white Americans (Jardina 2019, 209; Mutz and Kim 2017; Mutz 2018; Mutz et al. 2020). Their

material circumstances being poorer from those of average member in the nation living in urban areas with

different culture induce them to identify with a narrower group rather than a national group (Grossman and

Helpman 2021). They began to blame the China trade shock that disproportionately hit their narrower group

(Wilkinson 2019). Trade policies are also easily explained to this narrower group by attributing their loss

to “the less-qualified and ‘lazy’ outsider groups” (Ballard-Rosa et al. 2021). Hence, attack on free trade is

consistent with their broader status threat.

Trump capitalises on their status threat by revising NAFTA and by imposing tariffs against China and

the European Union. With rising economic inequality, political entrepreneurs representing the rich will

invest in strategies appealing to voters’ identity and culture rather than voters’ interests, so that low-income

voters would vote against their material interests (Mukand and Rodrik 2018; Hacker and Pierson 2020).

Exceptional in this regard, Trump had been attempting to arouse anger among his base. His “Making

America Great Again” (or MAGA) was tailored to make people yearn for the previous ears of American

history (Webster 2020, 33, 36), that trade as a competition in which the United States should rightfully
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be winning (Mutz 2021, 243). He chastised free trade in the status quo in that US free trade policies

cannot let the United States dominate other countries and “win” (Mutz 2021, 58). Trump did not lead

public opinion in an anti-trade directions before and after election; he merely elevated conservatives and

Republicans’ attack on free trade from public opinion onto electoral level (Mutz 2017; 2021, 67). Therefore,

we should expect conservative-tailored messages that explain any pro-trade or anti-trade policies with their

prior predispositions to be effective (see Tesler 2015; Sears and Funk 1991). For example, the farmers

heavily hit by China’s retaliatory tariff were paranoid by China’s dominance and blamed China’s erratic

buying behaviour: “The Chinese do not play by the rules...They cancel shipment orders that are not in

their favor. They continue to steal our patents. Only President Trump has tried to stop these unfair trade

practices.” (Zhang et al. 2019). Conservative messages should be more effective when leader action aligns

with voter preference and trade preference, as people tend to listen to confirmatory evidence (Tetlock 2005).

H1a/H1b: Leaders gain more support from anti-trade voters (H1a) and from Republican voters
(H1b) for delivering conservative messages.

H1c/H1d: Conservative-styled messages are most effective in generating support among pro-
trade H1c (anti-trade H1d) non-Democratic respondents primed with pro-trade (anti-trade) poli-
cies

Outcomes in trade policies would act through an opposite channel. Republican pro-trade respondents

might be motivated by Trump’s argument that trade will be good after anti-trade policies (Saad 2019; Plouffe

and Kuo 2018; Mutz 2021, 58). For example, the farmers relying on trading with China saw the trade

disruption as “sacrific[ing] income for a while on the belief they’ll make up for it down the road.” (Zhang

et al. 2019). Also, good performance in trade policies will allow them to have a winning mentality and

ignore their unstable trade preferences.

H2a/H2b: Good performance in trade policies will be effective most for pro-trade (anti-trade)
Republican respondents with anti-trade (pro-trade) policies.

Trump’s unique rhetorics in leading the trade war channel the media portrayal of the trade way in a par-

ticular way. The gist of media politics is a “three-cornered conflict — politicians and journalists struggling

to control news content within constraints set by the mass audience” (Zaller 2004, 75). Rationally ignorant

citizens only want to be entertained by “news that stresses competition and some but not too much conflict”

(Zaller 2004, 30). Trump’s explanation of his tariff policies already centres on the conflicts against status

quo free trade. The acrimony already suffices for the conservative media to garner entertainment values
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for their traditionally high-status Americans readers. Meanwhile, journalists lacking opportunity to express

voices will attempt to “substitut[e] information and perspectives into the news that are distinctively their

own” (Zaller 2004, 80). Other news media stress competition by citing expert opinion, rebutting Trump’s

tariff rhetorics with facts and evidence and thereby providing more knowledge about the importance of

free trade. Especially when the opposition party would also need to make cautiously supportive statements

at times under rally-round-the-flag effects,3 other media might resort more to expert opinion for opposing

views and transfer even more knowledge to the public.

As a result, anti-trade persuasions circulating around Republican and anti-trade voters are relatively

group-identity-based and low-knowledge. They encourage some intuitive thinking — motivated by feelings

of apprehension or anxiety to guid perceptions and makes magical thinking that “makes causal attribu-

tions to unobservable forces” (Oliver and Wood 2018, 6). Accordingly, some unobservable factors might

easily guide them to atribute either pro-trade policies or anti-trade policies as a means to their ends of

re-establishing status hierarchies. In contrast, pro-trade persuasions circulating around Democratic and pro-

trade voters are relatively identity-free and high-knowledge. Their rationalist thinking subsumes emotions

to more dispassionate explanations (Oliver and Wood 2018), which tie them to defending pro-trade policies

as an end per se. Therefore, it is more likely for pro-trade voters to select candidates based on trade policies

than for anti-trade voters.

H3: Leaders gain more support from pro-trade voters for pro-trade policies than from anti-trade
voters for anti-trade policies.

An alternative explanation is that voters have low trade preference intensity. Their trade preferences

simply follow their co-partisan leaders and contrast their non-copartisan leaders. For example, despite

the economic costs, and instead because of the cost, Trump could convince the Republican union workers

that “he’s on their side and he’s fighting for them.” (Kullgren 2020; see also Morris 2019; Burnett and

McFetridge 2019; Huffstutter and Polansek 2019).Another alterative explanation is that those anti-trade

voters believe there are other anti-trade policies that are more effective than tariffs. I will test the mechanisms

of asymmetric trade preference intensity by looking at respondent’s belief about tariffs and other covariates,

and by conducting text analysis on their written explanation.

H4: When leaders adopt pro-trade (anti-trade) policies, co-partisan voters’ trade preferences
3House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi applauded Trump’s initial tariff action as “leverage point” (Lawder 2018).
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will become more pro-trade (anti-trade).

H5: When leaders adopt pro-trade (anti-trade) policies, non-copartisan voters’ trade preferences
will become more anti-trade (pro-trade).

H6: When leaders adopt anti-trade policies, the anti-trade respondents believing tariffs as a bad
foreign policy tool will support the leaders less than the anti-trade respondents believing tariffs
as a good foreign policy tool.

3 Experimental design

3.1 Variables

I design a 2×3 and a 2×2 factorial design to test my hypotheses. The three factors that I manipulate are tariff

actions (President’s decision to retaliate or not), messages (strong conservative arguments or strong liberal

arguments or control) and adversary’s final concession (adversary agrees much or little to US demands). I

control for non-culpability of the trade war—that the former administration started the trade war and does

not have political connections with the current administration. Since the public is less likely to punish a

non-culpable leader than a culpable leader (Croco 2011), the control is a hard test and lets respondent focus

on the retaliation per se rather than the trade war as a whole. I block on partisan identification and trade

preferences, since trade and tariff preferences largely mirror partisan identities (McDonald et al. 2019; Mutz

2017; Guisinger 2019), and trade preference and tariff preference are investigated interchangeably (e.g.

Hiscox 2006; Lü et al. 2012).4

The outcome variables are mainly feeling thermometer, voter support and issue positions. Similar to this

study, Broockman and Butler (2017) also studied how elite persuasion and position adoption affect voter’s

support of the politicians and their issue positions; it did not directly measure whether or not the respondent

will vote for the politician in the upcoming election. Therefore, following Broockman and Butler (2017),

I ask respondents their impression of the hypothetical president on top of their hypothetical vote choice

and approval for his handling of the situation. As for their issue positions, I ask respondents: if you were

the President, how likely will you retaliate against Country X? I also ask three additional questions: (1)

whether the new Democratic President had reasons to decide to (to decide not to) retaliate (2) whether or
4 I block randomise the respondents based on trade preference and partisan identities – pro-trade or anti-trade and Democrat,

Independent or Republican. I choose the response in Question 1 of the trade preference question to determine if the respondent is
pro-trade or anti-trade. Based on a pilot study of 175 respondents, I classify the “Neither favor nor oppose” response as pro-trade to
strike a balance between the numbers of pro-trade and anti-trade respondents. Similarly, to strike the balance, I classify the “Other
- leaning Democrat” as Democrat, “Other - leaning Republican” as Republican and “Other - neither” as Independent.
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not to donate to free trade organisations (3) whether tariff is a good foreign policy tool. I also collect causal

mechanism variables of blaming Country X , political knowledge, Trump’s trade war benefiting or hurting

respondents’ family’s financial situation, as well as other demographic covariates.

3.2 Messages and Performance treatments

The treatment messages requires finding the strong conservative or strong liberal arguments to persuade

the respondents. Voters are persuaded by strong tailored arguments. Since the median Democrats are

more liberal than nearly all Republicans and the median Republicans are more conservative than nearly

all Democrats (Kiley 2017; Webster 2020), I expect Democrats to be persuaded only by liberal arguments

while Republicans to be persuaded only by conservative arguments. Conservatives consistently endorse all

five moral intuitions, Harm/care, Fairness/reciprocity, Ingroup/loyalty, Authority/respect, and Purity/sanc-

tity, while liberals only endorse the first two (Graham et al. 2009).

Putting it into the context of trade preferences, I expect liberals/Democrats to care about people having

inequitable incomes, and support protecting them through tariffs or protecting them through stopping a

trade war. They also care about labour and environmental concerns in trade issues. To the extent that

liberals/Democrats care about the people of trade adversary (Mutz and Lee 2020), they will try to downplay

the tensions and competition but rather focus on the true fairness and reciprocity. As such, they emphasise

the role of international rules, norms and organisations, while expecting the US allies hurt similarly by

the trade adversary to reciprocate in a similar manner. In contrast, conservatives/Republicans view their

country more chauvinistically and generally favour trade protections (Mutz 2017; Mayda and Rodrik 2005).

They also feel threatened by status loss (Mutz 2018; Mutz et al. 2020), and perceive trade as a competition

(Mutz and Kim 2017). They support trade only when trade is asymmetrically fair to their country — that

is, only when their country gains more and their trading partner loses more (Mutz and Kim 2017; Mutz

and Lee 2020; Brutger and Rathbun 2020; Mutz 2021). Hence, conservatives/Republicans can accept a

trade agreement if it is framed as their country gaining more even with minimal concessions from the trade

adversary. Their traditional adherence to limited government intervention might also encourage them to

support freer trade (Milner and Tingley 2015, 198).

Based on these considerations, I extract the most representative arguments that President Biden and

Biden administration’s trade representative Katherine Tai use to explain their continuation of Trump-era’s
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tariff as retaliation and liberal message;5 that Biden attacked Trump’s trade war during presidential cam-

paign as no retaliation and liberal message;6 that President Trump explained his tariffs in meeting with UK

Prime Minister Boris Johnson, in United Nations General Assembly, and with Republican donors as retalia-

tion and conservative message;7 that President Trump explained his Phase I deal with China and Republican

legislators’ concerns about trade war as no retaliation and conservative message.8 A table in the appendix

shows the excerpts that I extracted. For a control message, I adapt from Broockman and Butler (2017).

The treatment adversary’s final concession might be prone to demand effects. Respondents might be

sensitive to some numerical percentages or desciptions in the concession prompt, make sense of the ret-

rospective voting hypothesis, and act according to the study’s expectation. To mitigate this, I vary the

concessions that Country X does and does not make, and the amount of promised Country X’s purchase

of US. I also refer to US–China Phase I trade deal to ensure realistic conditions of four potential conces-

sions and corresponding rejections.9 In the little concession frame, Country X has committed to buying an

additional $20 billion, to one of the four potential concessions and the corresponding other three rejections

are randomly selected. In the much concession frame, Country X has committed to buying an additional

$200 billion, to three of the four potential concessions and the corresponding remaining one rejection are

randomly selected.

3.3 Procedures

At the beginning of the survey, I will ask their trade preference through the following three questions

(adapted from ANES and modified from Mansfield and Mutz 2009; Mutz and Kim 2017).

1. Some people have suggested placing new limits on foreign imports in order to protect American jobs. Others say that such
limits would raise consumer prices and hurt American exports. Do you favor or oppose placing new limits on imports?

2. Will you support or oppose the federal government for negotiating more free trade agreements like NAFTA?
3. Do you think that the increasing connections of our economy with the others in the world is good or bad for the United

States?

In addition, I ask respondents two more political preference questions (not shown here) and randomise the

order with the three trade preference questions. It helps alleviate the demand effect — that respondents

identity the intent of the researcher and will give responses to the vignette consistent with their earlier stated
5 The Office of the United States Trade Representative (2021a;b); Biden (2020).
6 The American Presidency Project (2019); Anderson (2020); The Editorial Board (2019); Pramuk (2019).
7 Lawder (2020); The American Presidency Project (2019); The White House (2019); Abramson (2018).
8 C-SPAN (2017); The White House (2020); The Economic Club (2018); Fox and Walsh (2018).
9 Swanson and Rappeport (2020); Reuters Staff (2020); Goodman et al. (2020). For the content of concessions and correspon-

dent rejections, please see the Vignette section.
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preference.10 The political knowledge is adapted from two of the eight factual questions about contemporary

politics in Barber and Pope (2019). To check the respondents’ foreign policy knowledge, I also ask whether

they can identify a UN Security Council permanent member and test whether they know about the current

administration’s tariff policies against the European Union and China.

The vignette has to strike a balance between simplification to let respondents digest the complex issue

and sophistication to let respondents have an idea about the issue’s seriousness. I am using a hypothet-

ical president instead of a real president to avoid people’s strong casual simultaneity between trade war

and Trump. It is therefore not necessary to distinguish situational approval from general approval (Croco

et al. 2021), as respondents have no prior knowledge about the hypothetical president to evaluate the ap-

proval holistically. I am also concerned that trade war is too related to Trump and China. Controlling for

a non-culpable President who won the previous election narrowly in part introduce an embedded natural

experiment design. The President partisanship and retaliation action can thus be perceived as randomly

assigned and tend to reduce the imbalance in background information (Dafoe et al. 2018). Following Tomz

and Weeks (2013; 2021), I will write at the beginning that “We’d like to get your thoughts about a situation

our country could face in the future. The situation is general, and is not about a specific country in the news

today.” I also set the timeframe in 2030s. These procedures allow respondents to avoid using real-world

events to update their beliefs about the scenario (Dafoe et al. 2018).

I set the presidential party as the Democratic party. The main reason is to increase the statistical power.

Having a 2×2×3 or a 2×2×2 experimental design with partisan (3) × trade preference (2) heterogeneous

treatment effects would require a very large sample size. The reason to choose the Democratic party instead

of the Republican party is practical. Research shows that the Republican party is so ideologically-driven and

radicalised that cannot attract social groups seeking concrete government action (Grossmann and Hopkins

2015; Rubin 2021). Therefore, it is more likely to find partisan swing with the Democratic President — that

a median Republican voter with anti-trade preferences would be possible to vote for a Democratic President

imposing tariffs, while a median Democratic voter with pro-trade preferences would not be too possible to

vote for a Republican President scraping tariffs.
10 Ideally, respondents should complete a pre-treatment survey that examines their trade preference and complete the main survey

around three months later (e.g. Mutz and Kim 2017). However, this arrangement is too costly for an MA thesis project. It also risks
the respondents changing the trade preferences during the three-month gap.
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3.4 Vignette

To reiterate, I have three treatments: retaliation (2), messages (3), performance (2). They will be shown in

red, teal, blue and brown colours respectively in the vignette.

We’d like to get your thoughts about a situation our country could face in the future. The
situation is general, and is not about a specific country in the news today.

Since year 2022, Country X has heavily subsidized its local industries and exported many
products abroad. In year 2034, to curb job losses from cheap imports, the United States levied
25% tariffs on many imported products from Country X . Subsequently, Country X retaliated
with the same tariffs on US imported products.

In year 2036, a Democratic candidate becomes the new President after a close election. He
decides [to retaliate and increase the tariffs to 35% –OR– against retaliation and tries to
reach an agreement].

[Skipped for Study 2]

If assigned to retaliation or no retaliation condition and no persuasive message:

“American workers should benefit from a better trading relations with Country X .
This policy would have a positive impact on the lives of many American residents
and their families,” the President said.

If assigned to retaliation condition and read persuasive liberal message:

“Country X’s lack of adherence to global trading norms has undercut the prosperity
of Americans and others around the world. We are not aiming to inflame tensions.
The American people are absolutely committed to restoring balance to our relation-
ship with Country X . My decision to retaliate today can ensure working with our
allies to create fair and open markets, to address labor and environmental issues in
Country X ,” the President said.

If assigned to no retaliation condition and read persuasive liberal message:

“Our country has profited massively from free trade. Imposing tariffs would not
mean being tough on Country X . A consequence of that is manufacturing going
into recession, agriculture losing billions of dollars that taxpayers had to pay, and
consumers paying extra. Stopping the tariffs and uniting with US allies will give us
leverage to shape the future rules of the road on everything from the environment to
labor to technology,” the President said.

If assigned to retaliation condition and read persuasive conservative message:

“There are people who come in and dump everything in our country—destroying
our mills, our workers and everything. America had been overly generous with other
countries and we gave them better access to our markets than we got to theirs. We
are fighting for these companies and jobs that are being abandoned. We need to go
into trade negotiations to get it right. But ultimately, it will be many times what it
was before,” the President said.
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If assigned to no retaliation condition and read persuasive conservative message:

“Trade negotiations cannot continue like this with both side retaliating. We’re the
number one in the world now; we weren’t. Country X fully understands that there
has to be reciprocity. We will establish a framework through enforcements, reform
of international organizations, and new trade deals. With rollback in regulations, the
economy is in a good place. Adding more tariffs today is an affront to economic
freedom,” the President said.

[Study 1 ends here; Study 2 resumes here]

[Shortly thereafter –OR– A year later], the United States concludes a trade agreement with
Country X . Country X has committed to buying an additional [$20 billion –OR– $200 billion]
worth of US products and services, which are [less than one-tenth –OR– around two-third] of
annual US trade deficit to Country X . In addition, Country X [1 item from A1:A4 –OR– 3
items from A1:A4]. However, Country X [3 items from B1:B4 –OR– 1 item from B1:B4].

A1. has promised to buy more US agricultural products.
A2. has promised to eliminate pressure for technology transfer
A3. has promised to refrain from hacking US companies
A4. has promised to refrain from subsidizing its crucial industries.
B1. refuses to purchase more US agricultural products,
B2. refuses to eliminate pressure for technology transfer,
B3. refuses to refrain from hacking US companies,
B4. refuses to reduce subsidy of its crucial industries,

3.5 Attention and manipulation check

At the beginning of the survey, I use two attention tasks to screen out inattentive respondents. This avoids

biasing treatment effects towards zero or towards unwanted directions (Montgomery et al. 2018; Aronow

et al. 2019; Peyton et al. 2020). I first ask respondent to type “Thanks” in alphabetical order. I then follow

Peyton et al. (2020) in quizzing the respondents on a short news article about an interesting crime story. I

adapt the story from BBC News (2014) “Bungling Rotherham burglar snared by selfie” with minor modifi-

ciation. Respondents will answer one easy question on how the thief was identified by the police and two

hard questions. The study will terminate if the respondent cannot answer the easy question correctly.

Near the end of the survey, I ask two to three questions to check whether they are manipulated by the

vignette treatments. I ask whether the Democratic President in the scenario has decided to retaliate or not

(easy manipulation question), as well as the length and the tone of the President’s quote in the vignette (hard

manipulation questions). I do not drop respondents for providing wrong answers to any of the manipulation

questions, as doing so might introduce bias (Montgomery et al. 2018; Aronow et al. 2019).
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4 Empirical findings

Figure 1: Distributions of anti-trade index by Party ID

In December 2021, I fielded the survey experiment on American adults above 18 years old through

Lucid Theorem software. Respondents found on Lucid are closer to US national benchmarks with regard

to their political, demographic and psychological profiles (Coppock and McClellan 2019). I recruited 1,910

respondents for Study 1 and 1,125 respondents for Study 2. In both studies, a total of 2,085 respondents

(68.7%) pass the easy manipulation check. Figure 1 shows that anti-trade preference index is normally-

distributed, with each value having non-zero number of respondents from all parties. In subsequent analyses,

I first normalise the nine-point ratings of feeling thermometer and vote likelihood among the sample, so that

effect sizes are comparable across different subsets.

To analyse the ATEs of messages, I compare the groups receiving liberal message versus control message

and the groups receiving conservative message versus control message, subsetted by different Party ID

and percentiles of anti-trade index. Figure 2 shows evidence that leaders gain more support from anti-

trade voters and from Republican voters for delivering conservative messages. Conservative messages on

Republican respondents and anti-trade respondents increase their feeling thermometer by around 0.3SD. To

further disentangle the effects of conservative messages, I further subset the difference-in-means model by

retaliations. Figure 3 shows that for Republican and Independent respondents, the messages that are effective

are accompanied by an alignment between the trade policy and voter trade preference. Anti-trade (pro-trade)

respondents are receptive to conservative messages with retaliation (no retaliation). The only exception is

the Democratic pro-trade respondents, who are receptive to conservative messages with misaligning policy

action.
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Figure 2: ATEs of messages received by Party ID and trade preferences

Figure 3: ATEs of messages received by Party ID, trade preferences and retaliation

To analyse the ATEs of good performance, I compare the groups receiving good performance versus bad

performance, subsetted by different Party ID, percentiles of anti-trade index and retaliation. Figure 4 shows

that most respondents will expectedly support the President more for good performance. Good performance
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Figure 4: ATEs of messages received by Party ID, trade preferences and retaliation

particularly increases the support from pro-trade Republican respondents with anti-trade policies by 0.75SD,

and from anti-trade Republican respondents with pro-trade policies by 0.55SD. This shows evidence for the

substitution effects of good performance.

Figure 5: ATEs of retaliation by retaliation and trade preferences

To analyse the average treatment effects (ATEs) of retaliation on voter support by respondent’s anti-

trade index, I use the difference-in-means model (adjusted by covariates) subsetted by different percentiles

of anti-trade index. Figure 5 shows that the effects of retaliation on vote likelihood are similar to but are

smaller than the effects on feeling thermometer (H1). The point estimates generally show evidence that

leaders gain more support from pro-trade voters for pro-trade policies than from anti-trade voters for anti-

trade policies. While the President retaliating receives higher feeling thermometer as the respondents are

more anti-trade, its effects for all respondents remain negative up to the 67th-83rd percentiles of anti-trade

index. Republican respondents in 17th-50rd anti-trade index percentiles increase the feeling thermometers
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by 0.5SD under no retaliation; Republican respondents in 50th-83rd anti-trade index percentiles will not

change their feeling thermometers under retaliation. When leaders adopt anti-trade policies, they only gain

support from the most extreme anti-trade voters. Respectively, Independent and Republican respondents

in 83th-100th anti-trade index percentiles increase the feeling thermometers by 0.6SD and by 0.3SD under

retaliation. This suggests that Biden might face huge backlash on aggregate for anti-trade policies.

Figure 6: ATEs of initial trade preference and Party ID on respondent’s trade preferences by Party ID

The good news, however, is that even when Biden pushes for anti-trade policies, a significant amount

of pro-trade respondents and Democratic respondents will become more favourable of anti-trade policies.

To find out whether respondents’ trade preferences follow their co-partisan leaders and contrast their non-

copartisan leaders, I compare the groups with the Democratic President’s retaliation versus his no retaliation

and compute their differences in mean trade preferences on three measures: likelihood to retaliate if the re-

spondent were the President, tariff as good foreign policy tool, aversion to donate to free trade organisations.

If the mean differences are positive, the Democratic President’s retaliation makes respondents more anti-

trade, or the Democratic President’s non retaliation makes respondents more pro-trade, vice versa. Figure

6 shows that in general when leaders adopt pro-trade (anti-trade) policies, co-partisan voters’ trade prefer-

ences will become more pro-trade (anti-trade). Democratic President’s retaliation causes strong Democratic

and leaning Democratic respondents to increase their likelihood to retaliate by around 0.4SD. We cannot

find evidence that when leaders adopt pro-trade (anti-trade) policies, non-copartisan voters’ trade prefer-

ences will become more anti-trade (pro-trade). Democratic President’s retaliation causes strong Republican
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and Republican respondents to drop their likelihood to retaliate by only around 0.1SD without statistical

significance.

4.1 Exploratory results on the mechanism

Note: Standard errors are calculated by nonparametric bootstrapping with 1,000 iterations. Bars represent 95% CI.

Figure 7: Mechanism

Why do leaders gain more support from pro-trade voters for pro-trade policies than from anti-trade voters

for anti-trade policies? I estimate various linear regression models by interacting potential causal mechanism

variables with anti-trade index and retaliation. I bootstrap the difference in the values of feeling thermometer

when the causal variable increases from -1SD to +1SD (from False to True for dummy variable), controlling

for anti-trade index as +1SD and with retaliation. Figure 7 shows the predicted differences. The first row

shows that supporting the Democratic President more will let anti-trade voters support the retaliation more.

The second row confirms the alternative explanation. When leaders adopt anti-trade policies, the anti-trade

respondents believing tariffs as a bad foreign policy tool will support the leaders less than the anti-trade

respondents believing tariffs as a good foreign policy tool (H12). However, this conclusion may not be

supported by the common support assumption. Only 11.9% of anti-trade respondents strongly agree or

agree with tariffs as a bad policy tool; 68.5% of the anti-trade respondents are neutral on tariffs. It might
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therefore be some outliers that drive the conclusion of H12. Moreover, those not paying attention, having

low education and low income levels are more likely to be the traditionally high-status Americans facing

status threats (Jardina 2019). Figure 7 shows that they have low trade preference intensity, suggesting that

they have policy options other than anti-trade policies to address their status anxiety.

Figure 8: Difference in topic proportions by retaliation and trade preferences

Finally, I use structural topic modelling to estimate the difference in the respondent’s explanation for

their feeling thermometer. I select the topics that have highest coefficient estimates of anti-trade index and

retaliation. Figure 8 shows the difference in explanations that pro-trade, neutral and anti-trade respondents

give after learning about retaliation or no retaliation policies. Given that pro-trade respondents have high

trade preference intensity,11 the unique position of a bar in the pro-trade respondents column might include

an explanation for high trade preference intensity. Same for anti-trade respondents. Figure 8 shows that

“trade, believe, free, war, favor, hurt, away” is uniquely frequently used by pro-trade respondents under no

retalation, where they should have strongly high feeling thermometer. “negotiate, benefit, may, somthing,

usa, try” is uniquely frequently used by anti-trade respondents under no retalation, where they should have

weakly low feeling thermometer. Therefore, the mentioning of some logical reasons like “favor, hurt, away”

can increase trade preference intensity, while the mentioning of oscillating policy explanations (e.g. “try”

not retaliating, “negotiate,” “may benefit”, “something” etc.) can decrease trade preference intensity. This

confirms with my theory that being knowledgable and rationalistic allows respondents to hold true to their
11Preference intensity measures voters’ willingness to pay the costs of voting to achieve their desirable policy choice (Tau-

sanovitch 2018; Arrow 1951; Fiorina 1974). If a voter is intense with his or her pro-trade preference, a pro-trade policy might
largely increase that voter’s likelihood to select that politician. In contrast, if a voter is not intense with his or her anti-trade
preference, an anti-trade policy might not be likely to increase that voter’s voting likelihood for that politician.
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trade preferences, while being intuitionist encourages respondents to seek policy options other than trade.

Figure 9: Difference in topic proportions by retaliation and feeling thermometer among anti-trade respon-
dents

To further explore the rationale of anti-trade, I subset the sample to anti-trade respondents. I select the

topics that have highest coefficient estimates of feeling thermometer and retaliation. Figure 9 shows the

difference in explanations that supportive anti-trade respondents and unsupportive anti-trade respondents

give after learning about retaliation or no retaliation policies. The topics to the left of the dotted lines on the

left panel are used by anti-trade respondents with low feeling thermometer for retaliation; the topics to the

right of the dotted lines on the right panel are used by anti-trade respondents with high feeling thermometer

for no retaliation. These two subsets therefore have low trade preference intensity, and their topics may

explain why. For example, they “really” “dont” “know” about things and think that “politics” are bad; they

think “tariffs” raise “goods” prices and want “negotiating” — so that they do not support retaliation. They

see no retaliation as “deal” and “negotiating” — something good that they support retaliation.

5 Conclusion

China has displayed high resolve in response to Trump’s trade war. US tariffs inflicted 25% export loss for

Chinese exports in US market, amounting to US$35 billion in the first half of 2019 (UNCTAD 2019). To
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offset the impact of trade war, China has devaluated its currency that is further draining its foreign exchange

reserves (Perlez and Stevenson 2019; Brettell 2019). One year since signing the phase I trade agreement,

Chinese imports from the US only reach 59% of the commitment (Bown 2021). China’s optimism in the

trade war losing the hearts and minds of the American public underpins their high resolve. When justifying

China’s retaliation, the Chinese officials and media have repeatedly labelled US tariffs as bullying other

countries and against the wishes of Chinese and American people (Xinhua 2018; Renmin ribao 2019).

This paper lends support that China has an advantage in displaying high resolve in the trade war. MPro-

trade voters strongly vote for pro-trade policies and strongly vote against anti-trade, while anti-trade voters

weakly vote for anti-trade policies and weakly vote against pro-trade policies. This is because conservative-

styled persuasion attacking free trade to re-establish status hierarchies of the past is attractive to some Amer-

icans feeling status threat (Jardina 2019). They are open to policy substitutes other than anti-trade policies

that can achieve the same goal of re-establishing status hierarchies. These findings imply that the Biden

administration may face huge voter backlash if it escalates Trump’s trade war to try to solve the predicament

in his trade policies, a year after holding the office. In fact, instead of “polite protectionism” in which he

uses soft rhetorics on trade with covet protectionism, it is better to use “rude liberalisation” to adopt harsh

rhetorics but ease tariffs.

The study of trade rhetorics also advances our understanding of people’s trade preferences (e.g. Scheve

and Slaughter 2001; Mayda and Rodrik 2005; Mansfield and Mutz 2009; Lü et al. 2012; Rho and Tomz 2017;

Guisinger 2017; Mutz 2021). Support for trade agreements is driven more by the contexts like transatlantic

cooperation, market regulations and interest group politics than by one’s trade preferences (Jungherr et al.

2018). This paper examines a more popular and generalisable context of populist fears, which finds a

further diminishing role of trade preferences in support for trade policies. This calls for our attention to

study trade preferences and trade policy support differently — in short, trade and preference may be two

different conceptual matters. In the decade where Hiscox (2006) found pro-trade frames do not increase

support for trade and equivalent anti-trade frames decrease support for trade, trade liberalisation was a

mainstream policy. In recent years, policymakers from both parties are not reticent from questioning the

very fundamentals of open trade policies and their adverse effects on US jobs (Ballard-Rosa et al. 2021,

3). Yet again, people do not follow the elite messaging, and are more sensitive to pro-trade frames than

to anti-trade frames in this study. Future research can look into the discrepancy between elite preference

and voter preference in trade policies. Inasmuch as ending Trump’s trade war is complicated, this paper
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illuminates the potential political pressures when addressing the economic costs of trade war (Fajgelbaum

and Khandelwal 2021).
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